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About me 



 

Benefits of wholeheartedness

It's really hard.....in the good way 
It's not worse than carrying on with what you are doing

Clarity and confidence



"Do the Difficult"



Aims for this session:
 

Things we
won't be doing:

Giving you any
answers

 
Fixing anything

Things I hope it will
do:

Give you a starting
point

 
Give some language

and tools

Things it might do:

 
Make you

uncomfortable



About Brene Brown    ´



Some key language and
definitions

Wholeheartedness

Wholeheartedness is the courage to live with an
unarmored heart, without security measures and
protection schemes. 

Yes, our heart gives us life, but it also serves as the
universal metaphor for our capacity to love and be
loved, to be vulnerable to joy and pain. When our
heart is shut down, it is impenetrable, to the bad
stuff, sure, but also to all the good stuff that makes
life worth living.



Vulnerability

The emotion that we experience during times of uncertainty,
risk, and emotional exposure. It’s having the courage to show up, fully

engage, and be seen when you can’t control the outcome. 

Being vulnerable and self-management (showing up in a professional,
respectful way) are not mutually exclusive – we should do both.



"Many organizational cultures and leaders subscribe to the myth that if
we sever the heart (vulnerability and other emotions) from our work,

we'll be more productive, efficient and (don't forget) easier to manage. 
 Or at the very least, we'll be less messy and less.....well, human.  These

beliefs lead us to consciously or unconsciously build cultures that require
and reward armour"



organisational responses

individual
responses

responses to those we work with 

responses to people in our teams

responses to people in our personal lives



How do we know when we are
feeling things, or avoiding feeling
things? How do we know when we

are 'armouring up?'
What cognitive or physical behaviours?

Mentimeter task



Story-telling



As a group or an individual,
think about what stories you

have noticed
About the people we work with
About yourself
About your team

About your managers
About your organisation



Take 20 mins

If you are in a group, please introduce yourself and
your clinical context

 
If you would rather work alone, please do so

 
Please be respectful

 
You do not have to feed back to the wider group at

the end (though if you want to chip in through
comments I will be glad to have you do so)

 



Rescuing people Us against them

Victimisation - child as victim of disability,
family as victim of our systems, staff as

victims of work culture etc

'shoulds'



Core Beliefs



What in our work might
make us need to

protect ourselves?



Conflicting core
beliefs

Not being able to
do the job you

want to do

Own values not
aligned to

policies and
criteria

Lack of
psychological

safety to express
these things 

Feeling left alone
with

responsibilities
and difficult
situations

working against our strengths





What helps connect us and our teams to our
wholehearted selves?

Trust
Understanding our values

Curiosity
Relationships over time

Time
Time



Corporate connectedness



If time....

Values exercise



So, what now?

Nothing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKIpCPS-oZc


Noticing

Noticing someone else's armouring
Noticing you are armouring, after the event

Noticing whilst you are armouring, and not
being able to do anything about it

Feeling curious or just less reactive about
your armour or someone else's

Noticing just before you armour up but
not being able to stop

Noticing just before you armour up, being
dimly aware of another response and

then doing it anyway

Noticing and changing your response
(sometimes)



Places to go next.....



Thankyou for your time
 Any thoughts or questions?


